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You are probably convinced that this is a publication about dentistry. You are incorrect! Larry
Rosenthal, a pioneer in the field of aesthetic dentistry, reduces the myths, deceptions, and
misconceptions about dental hygiene and empowers you to take charge of the smile you’ve
generally wanted. Dr. Open up Wider is a book about opportunities… The smile is definitely
arguably the most widely studied of facial expressions and the most common. Open up Wide(r)
highlights the secrets to a brighter smile, choosing a dental professional, the most recent in
wearable technology, individual etiquette, and even the virtual dentist. Larry (as his individuals
contact him) educates you on your dental options and transforms how you think about your
tooth. First and foremost, dental work is not supposed to be painful. But most of all, Dr. And
quality dental care work should not need to be expensive. So the next time your dental
practitioner asks you to open wide, you’ll be able to relax.
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Not just about teeth This was a simple read that give me insight Into dentistry and into true to
life situations.. This book is informative, sleak, sexy and really requires a inside look at dentistry
and the questions you need to be asking your dentist.! I enjoyed the book. This special book with
its vivid, effortless writing flow, really helps introspection and the wider "opening" of our inner
eye. Learn to select the right dentist, ask the right questions and overall are more aware of the
possibilities for your smile. It's quite simple to read, and touches all the basic parts on your own
dental health, dentistry in general, and more importantly in case you are among those people
(like me) that is scared of making a scheduled appointment to visit the dentist, this book will
absolutely help you overcome that fear. Very nice book. Easy to read and practical. Dr. A great
browse, I really hate going to the dentist therefore when I found this book I found this book to be
very informative.. Three Stars Overpriced, Decrease value for a professional reader Five Stars The
doctor brings artistry to dentistry like no other. After all they aren't that scary :) And we do want
them a lot more than we think. Great read overall The book is a must for anyone looking to
enhance their smile. I thank the author for this. A must go through!.! Rosenthal’s enthusiasm
forever and for dentistry can be obvious This special book with its vivid, effortless writing flow . A
great browse, I really hate likely to the dentist .... My next go to to the dentist could be more
relaxed
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